We have observed large discrepancies between the dc magnetization and ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) 
(4) The magnetization is clearly saturated in the parallel FMR measurements; therefore, the difticulties discussed in point (3) above do not apply and H, ') =Hk(') -4zrM extracted from parallel FMR and dc measurements should be compared. Figure 2 shows good agreement in the thickest Ni-layer sample and a progressively greater discrepancy in the thinner layer samples. We considered the possibility that relaxation eAects' were shifting our resonance peaks to produce this enhanced anisotropy. According to our calculations these eAects would introduce in the worst case a 15% shift in our reported H, values; moreover, they would produce ei en greater discrepancy between FMR and dc results.
In order to understand the cause for the FMR-dc differences it is instructive to examine the sources of the first-order anisotropy. 
